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Porsche tuning:
Only the best!
Dear readers,
The Daimler service congress confirmed what
already had become
apparent for quite some
time: The mood in this
sector is pretty positive;
everywhere is an upward
tendency. Therefore the
Automechanika in Frankfurt comes at just the right
time. It goes without saying that we will be present
- you can find us as usual
in hall 8, stand no. L41.
We look forward to your
visit on this occasion and
are fairly pleased that the
electro hydraulic drive
system of the ROMESS
brake-maintenance devices are Europe-wide patented. This is really important due to the fact that
lead products often are
imitated by the competition. However, the competitors do reach neither the
quality nor the technological level by far. Enjoy
yourselves while reading
Yours Werner Rogg

Two noble brands merge: The Porsche-tuning expert "FVD" in Umkirch
works with the new S 22 (below).

Mr. Dieter Ohnstedt, managing director of the
Porsche-tuning specialist "FVD Brombacher"
only uses the best equipment in his workshop. At
"FVD" not only highest requirements are made
regarding the finishing of the already noble
sports car, but also regarding the equipment, i.e.
brake-maintenance only from the best - from
ROMESS. The technical expert of ROMESS Mr.
Kay-Uwe Karsten taught the employees of "FVD
Brombacher" how to use the latest S 22, which
has been improved due to a lateral stabilization
and is highly appreciated by the customer. The S
22 is a container device and therefore the ideal
solution for workshops which buy brake fluid
from one supplier. The car mechanics of FVD
appreciate the container device, since they work
with different brake fluids, among other things
with special racing brake fluids.
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INFO
Severe test: Werner Rogg (left) explains
the production process to the auditors
during the re-certification.

Recertified
ROMESS has acquired for the
repeated time the recertification
of the DIN EN ISO 9001:2008
and is now recertified. The quality-management system steadily
tends to optimize the processes
in a company and to support
manufacturers to produce products which meet any customer's expectations. "Quality defects
are quite often found in many
products on the market", states
Werner Rogg. "We want to set
ourselves apart from such
manufacturers and focus on
quality. Since, if you do not consider this fact, the product has a
boomerang effect."

Patent, Patent
If you have good products, you
should protect them against
copyists. The electro hydraulic
driving system of the ROMESS
brake-maintenance devices is
patented Europe-wide under EP
1 884 664 A2. This is also the
fact regarding the steeringwheel balance RNW 2009 patented Europe-wide under EP
1 687 585 B1.

There is always one which fits
No can do - not with us. This slogan also
applies to the wide adapter assortment of
ROMESS - since we offer a lot of adapters for any vehicle brand and type common on the market, which allow the
application of our devices. There are
many solutions in our adapter list, even
for the so-called "exotics" and vintage
cars, but also for commercial vehicles
and motorbikes. Our adapted list can be
downloaded
from
our
website
www.romess.de. A good example for one
of our quite common vehicle adapters is
the 50324 for the new Ford Fiesta.

Every pot has its lid - and to every vehicle fits an adapter:
The type 50324 for the Ford Fiesta.

Personal details: Moved to tears!
Mrs. Catherine Péroche-Jäckle was
really touched. She will keep the time at
ROMESS as well as her farewell party in
fond memories. She has left the company due to personal reasons. The suppliers ought to get used from now on to
two new ladies in the purchase department: Mrs. Ingeborg Eisele-Rogg and
Mrs. Christine Effinger assume this
scope of duties. The number of employees in the production and dispatch has
also been increased: From today on, Mr.
Franz Effinger takes care of the dispatch
and receipt of goods. Andre Fuchsmann, Wilfried Kleist, Petra Berg and
Hans Sauter reinforce the production
department. In the end, all devices are
manufactured in Germany.

Christine Effinger (left) and Ingeborg Eisele-Rogg have
undertaken the purchase. Franz Effinger takes care of
the dispatch (below).

Pretty strong
BMW has achieved record sales
during the first half of 2012. The
deliveries increased by approx.
8 per cent compared to the preceding year at more than
900,000 vehicles.

An emotional farewell: Catherine Péroche-Jäckle
enjoyed working at ROMESS.
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Google
for the
vehicle

Flexible with Bluetooth
Should you try to find anything specific in the
internet, you need a search engine. This is
almost the same case, if you try to detect a leakage at a vehicle. Whereabouts google sets
standards in the web it is the ultrasonic leakdetecting device USM 2015 regarding vehicles.
The detection of leakages at air conditionings is
a real important field of application. Since the air
conditionings are flushed with nitrogen, the USM
2015 is exceedingly effective, due to the fact that
the conducting signal is highly amplified.
Furthermore this instrument saves time and nerves, if it is about to locate leakages in passenger
cabins. An optional transmitter is also available
at ROMESS. This transmitter is installed in the
inner part of the vehicle and sends a signal to the
leak-detecting device which is used outside the
vehicle. Thereby even the smallest leakages can
be detected in a very fast and safe way. Anyway,
experienced users know that the ultrasonic device reacts in a more sensitive way in case of
humidity. In case of water in the chassis, the signal is amplified by factor 1,000. Therefore it is
recommendable to drive into a car wash beforehand.

For the successful steering-wheel balance RNW 2009
an adaption is now available which allows using our
RNW 2009 even in case of big steering wheels. For this
application, special distance bushings have to be installed. The standard mini USB blushing will optionally be
available with Bluetooth. This sophisticated solution permits a wireless connection to the axle-measuring computer. The measuring values which are determined by
the RNW 2009 are visualized on the axle-measuring
computer can be documented together with the determined data.
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“We will see us
soon in Frankfurt!”
The Automechanika is the leaders'
mecca of the automobile industry. If the
branch meets, ROMESS the technological leading specialist in the brakemaintenance sector is of course present. The international leading trade fair
of the branch promises new superlatives: Although the last Automechanika
two years ago was a record event, i.e.
155,000 visitors came from 181 nations
to attend the trade fair.
In the history of trade fairs in Frankfurt
there has never been such a high number of visitors coming from so many different nations.
"It is very important for us to exhibit at
the Automechanika", states the
ROMESS managing director Mr. Werner Rogg. "We welcome a lot of estimated friends and business partners at
our stand. On this occasion we will present our latest products as well as optimized solutions to them. These are
very precious contacts to us." Since
ROMESS is a company which goes
global, the export is of course an impor-

tant topic. "We certainly are interested
in a cooperation with new business
partners", adds the sales manager Mr.
Norbert Siebold.
He assumes that the innovative steering-wheel balance RNW 2009 will be
in the center of attention. Already on the
occasion of the Daimler service congress in Hannover this product enjoyed
a very positive feedback, since this
sophisticated solution facilitates and
expedites work in workshops quite a
lot. This is also the case regarding the
technological leading brake-maintenance devices (which of course are patent
protected) of the premium brand
ROMESS. "We really look forward to
visitors at our stand and hope that we
meet many familiar as well as new
faces", states Mr.
Werner
Rogg.
"Just come in and
look forward to
good conversations and superlative products."
QR-Code www.romess.de

